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Across the country, workers are being tracked, monitored, managed, and disciplined by invasive and 
exploitative technologies. The use of workplace surveillance continues to spread with little oversight, 
accountability, or transparency due to an imbalance of power in the workplace and a lack of legal protections 
or regulatory restrictions on these behaviors. Without oversight, more and more intrusive technologies will be 
implemented in the workplace. 
 
As you read this document, your mouse and keyboard sit idle. But imagine that this time is tracked by your 
employer. If you do not resume activity soon, you could accrue points in an automated system that tracks and 
calculates your performance—too much idle time and you may be penalized. This is the case for many 
workers. For others, workplace data collection is even more invasive, requiring employees to wear devices 
that track and record their location and activity or putting them under the watchful eye all day. Data collection, 
workplace surveillance, and automated decision systems imperil workers’ autonomy, dignity, and, in some 
cases, their health and safety. Workers currently have no power over how data about them is collected and 
how it is being used. 
 
Stop Spying Bosses Act 
The Stop Spying Bosses Act of 2023 would require disclosures and prohibitions for employers engaging in 
surveillance of workers to help empower and protect workers. Specifically, this bill would: 

• require any employer engaging in surveillance and collecting data on employees or applicants to 
disclose such information in a timely and public manner; 

• prohibit employers from collecting sensitive data on workers (i.e., off-duty data collection, data 
collection that interferes with organizing, etc.); 

• create rules around the usage of automated decision systems to empower workers in employment 
decisions; and 

• establish the Privacy and Technology Division at the Department of Labor to enforce and regulate 
workplace surveillance as novel and emerging technologies. 

 
 


